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Traditions Dinner Memories  
Jackie S., District 40 DCM 

As we head further into the planning of the 
District 40 Annual Traditions Dinner, I am 
thinking of fond memories of the past ones.  I 

remember my first Traditions Dinner as a GSR!  I 
showed up early to be available for set up.  Somehow I 
was immediately put on the cooking team.  We were at 
a Church in Spring Branch; I can’t remember the name 
of it.  It had a commercial oven I had never seen before 
and I had to ask around to see if somebody there knew 
how to turn it on.  We got that going.  The poor 
sausage, I wound up putting all the different flavors of 
sausage into the same large foil pan and the juices 
cooked out and into each other.  They all tasted the 
same in the end!  Then I was asked to go to the 
microphone and read the first six traditions.  Then I 
was asked to help serve the main course which meant 
I ate last after everyone else was served.  Then I was 
asked to stay and wash dishes.  By then my back was 
killing me.  Then I said I have to go, I have no energy 
left!  Now keep in mind, there were many other people 
doing different things.  Everyone pitched in where they could; food shopping, 
cooking at the church, table set up, table decorations, registration and greeting, 
committee rep displays, speakers, servers, clean up etc.  And the Alt DCM 
coordinated all of this!  I was scared to death to be Alt DCM in fear of having to 
put on such a production!  And as it turned out, I didn’t get to… 
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Step 3  

Made a decision to turn our will 
and our lives over to the care of 

God as we understood him. 

Tradition 3  

The only requirement for A.A. 
membership is a desire to stop 

drinking. 

Concept 3 
To insure effective leadership, we 

should endow each element of A.A.
—the Conference, the General 
Service Board and its service 

corporations, staffs, committees, 
and executives—with a traditional 

“Right of Decision.”  
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SERVICE SPONSOR 
Doug D., District 40 ALT- DCM  

Why would I need a service sponsor?  Everyone gets a sponsor to work 
the steps to find an alcohol solution, but is that all there is to AA?  The 
Big Book was written back when there were only 2 groups, and this 

society was just starting to evolve. Over the next decade or so, is where, let’s call them 
growing pangs, when AA was spreading out from those 2 groups.  This is how the 
traditions were inspired, by trial and error, to lay out how our society functions.  For 
me, the long version of 
Tradition 1 is where service 
started to come alive.  “Each 
member of Alcoholics 
Anonymous is but a small part 
of a great whole. A.A. must 
continue to live or most of us 
will surely die. Hence, our 
common welfare comes first. 
But individual welfare follows 
close afterward.”  This is where 
my program changed and I 
focused on keeping AA around 
for the next 80 years.  I started 
by going to group conscience 
and guess what?  I got a position, alt-GSR. This is where my story of service started.  
At my first District 40 meeting, it was mentioned that I should get a service sponsor 
to help the transition to Service in AA.  I had to look outside of my Home Group, but I 
found someone I heard leading a 12&12 book study on traditions, and thought, "I want 
what they had".  If you are new to the service, I strongly suggest getting one ASAP.  

What is a service sponsor?  They are someone that has a good understanding of the 
traditions, the concepts of world service, and the structure of general service.  They 
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should walk you through the other two legacies of AA (Unity, and Service) through 
the traditions and service manual to start.  This is from the service manual “As 
rewarding and enjoyable as general service can be, you might find yourself feeling 
overwhelmed at times. A service sponsor can make the difference between struggling 
in your service position and feeling a sense of purpose and accomplishment (and 
having some fun along the way!).” 

Why a service sponsor?  They will teach you words like voluntold.   The definition is 
a suggestion that you “will” do.  All kidding aside, mine did push me, but to be honest, 
I needed it to get out of my comfort zone and try new opportunities in AA and life.  
They will help you transition into a new position or new responsibilities.  When an 
obstacle or struggle comes up, it is always good to bounce it off them and listen to 
their experience, strength, and hope. 

I hope that if you are in a service position that you have, or are in, the process of 
getting a service sponsor.  Also, if you know someone looking to get into service, make 
sure you talk to them about this. I enjoy the time I spend with mine.  We read a little 
out of the service manual, but we also talk about what is going on, and discuss 
upcoming opportunities like the D40 tradition dinner, my home group issues, and 
even facilitating a round table at an 
upcoming assembly.  I could not imagine 
how I could have done any of what I have 
in service without a service sponsor. 

ANALYTICAL? EVIDENTIAL? 
Marcus S., District 40 CFC Representative  

As I read through a story in the 
February 2022 Grapevine, Getting 
Through Tough Times, a line 

stopped me cold. In the story Liquid 
Gratitude (p. 33 – 37) the author recounts 
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how they came to believe that a Power greater than themselves could restore them to 
sanity. Spoiler: it was a combination of working the Steps and good sponsorship. 
What a twist ending that I’ve certainly never heard at just about every meeting I’ve 
ever been to. Though, maybe that’s because I spend more time in meetings silently 
sharing to myself about myself instead of listening to the shares of others. Guess 
we’ll never know. 

Spoilers aside, it was in the middle of the story that I found my twist, not the end. 
There the author quotes an old-timer who said “The AA program is not analytical – 
it’s evidential.” That line stopped me as I read it, just as it stops me now as I write it. 
See, I’ve made a few friends in this AA program over the years. Friends who I have 
had the honor of watching get sober and (mostly) sane. Friends who showed me how 
to stay sober when I got squirrelly and dipped my toe back into the quicksand of 
insanity (because they taught me insanity comes before the drink, not after). Friends 
who, after seven beautiful years of continuous sobriety, made the decision to try their 
old solutions instead of the ones we learned together in the rooms of AA. 

There are two good stories there on how my two friends – independently and 
unbeknownst to one another – went back out. But that is not my story nor why I 
found the delineation between analytical and evidential so compelling. My story is 
somewhat simpler. In December, my younger brother’s dog died and Friend A went 
out for a drink. In January, my youngest brother’s dog died and Friend B went out for 
a drink. Ergo, I fully (and analytically) predicted that my very old dog would die in 
February and I would go out for a drink shortly after. To say the least this left me in a 
savage funk that was steadily degrading to insanity – which is my go to move when I 
wallow in a good funk.  

The thing is, I didn’t want to go out for a drink. I have been down that road before 
and it holds nothing for me but literal death and insanity. At the end of my drinking 
career I was trading quantities of lost blood for quantities of guzzled grain alcohol, 
which is not a sane way to live a long life. But here I sat, seven years away from that 
last bloody drink, not wanting to drink again but unable to get away from the 
perceived inevitability of it. From my point of view I saw that a dog died and a dude 
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drank, then a dog died and a dude drank, so my dog dies and I drink. Makes perfect 
sense.  

Instead of reaching out and taking my inevitable drink I did something contrary to 
all the (analytical) evidence in front of me, something the insane grain-alcohol version 
of me would have found insane: I called my sponsor, went to a new meeting, and 
made an old amends I’d waited on for far too long. Truly insane stuff for someone 
staring down the barrel of a bottle. The craziest thing of all, close to the end of it I 
didn’t feel insane any longer, because our program is evidential – not analytical. My 
perfectly (ir)rational analysis nearly drove me insane. It took the evidence of my 
actions to bring me back. I didn’t feel ‘OK’ when I called my sponsor. I didn’t feel ‘OK’ 
when I walked in the door of the meeting or dialed the number to make my amends. 
I felt desperate and willing to do anything. It was only after I hung up the phone to 

my sponsor and my amends, and after I walked out of 
the meeting, that a Power greater than myself restored 
me to sanity and I could see the evidence of my actions.  

Both of my friends have picked up new 24-hour chips 
and been restored to sanity. My brothers have moved on, 
each on their own way, from the death of their dogs 
and carry their memory forward. Today, as I write this, 
my ol’ dog is still with me and I carry the gift of a few 
years of continuous sobriety. It is with courage and 
humility that my friends and brothers move to the next 
chapter of their lives, as evidenced by their actions and 
in spite of any analysis on my part. Thank God for that. 
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Pamphlet of the Month  - February     
Access to A.A. Members share on 

overcoming barriers 

Scan the QR code or click here  

https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/literature/p-83_AccesstoAA.pdf
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January Treasurer’s Report 
for District 40 
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Position    Name   Email 
DCM      Jackie S.   jackie.s@aa-seta.org 

Alt DCM    Doug D.   doug.d@aa-seta.org 

Secretary     Natalie A.  natalie.a@aa-seta.org 

Alt Secretary    Ed S.    ed.s@aa-seta.org 

Treasurer     Scott B.   treasurer-40@aa.seta.org 

Alt Treasurer    Ronnie H.   ronnie.h@aa-seta.org 

Archives     Mike B.   mike.b@aa-seta.org 

Newsletter Editor   Fernando B.  fernando.b@aa-seta.org 

Grapevine Rep    Gary S.             

IT Rep     Bree C.   brianne.c@aa-seta.org 

Literature Rep   Dan K.   daniel.k@aa-seta.org 

CFC Rep     Marcus S.   marcus.s@aa-seta.org 

Intergroup Rep    Mitch A.               

CPC Rep     Bill A.    

PI Rep     Theresa S.  theresa.s@aa-seta.org 

TFC      Matt G.   matt.g@aa-seta.org 
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Area 67 Committee Meetings

Committee Meeting Date and Time Location 

Archives 2nd Sunday of the Month  
1:00 pm

Zoom ID - 858 6157 6627 
Passcode - 423970 

Houston Intergroup  
5151 Mitchelldale St. Houston, Tx 77092 

Conference Room 

Cooperation with the 
Professional 

Community (CPC)

1st Monday of the Month 
7:00 pm

Spring Branch Memorial Club  
1200 Blalock Suite 378  

Houston, TX 77055 
Zoom ID - 632 634 860 

Passcode - 153379

Correctional Facilities 
(CFC) 

3rd Wednesday of the Month 
7:30 pm 

Houston Intergroup  
5151 Mitchelldale St. Houston, Tx 77092 

Conference Room 

Grapevine 3rd Thursday of every other Month, 
7:30 pm

Zoom Password - 114 207 273 
Passcode - 610793

Intergroup  
(Delegate’s Meeting)

3rd Thursday of every other Month, 
8:00 pm

Currently on Zoom  
Call (713) 686-6300  

for more info 

Internet Technologies 
(IT)

4th Saturday of the Month 
 10:00 am

Google Meet   
ID - nqm-vypy-yso

Literature 3rd Tuesday of the Month 
 8:30 pm

Zoom ID - 257 198 925 
Passcode - 443980

Multi-Lingual 1st Thursday of the Month 
7:30 pm

District 66  4800  
5645 Hillcroft Suite 410 

Houston, TX 77036

Public Information 
(PI)

4th Tuesday of the Month 
7:30 pm Zoom ID - 330 417 285 

Passcode - 153379

Treatment Facility 
Committee (TFC)

2nd Monday of the Month, 7:00 pm Zoom ID - 552 569 731 
Passcode - 169753 
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